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about me
KAYLA MCCULLOUGH

PROFESSIONAL

Currently working at Rubenstein, a NYC
PR firm
Working on accounts such as
Rockefeller Center, The High Line, NYC
& Company, and the Intrepid Sea, Air &
Space Museum

PERSONAL BRANDING

Featured in the WSJ in August 2019 in
an article discussing the future of
resume trends and design
Founded a resume design business to
help others revamp their resumes
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Graduated from Gaylord in May 2020
with my bachelor's degree in PR
Graduated from Gaylord in May 2021
with my master's degree in strategic
communication



PERSONAL
BRANDING BASICS

BRANDING
YOURSELF ONLINE

LET'S TALK
RESUMES

ACING THE
INTERVIEW

Q&A / CONNECT
WITH ME

here's how it's going down
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Different colors convey different feelings to your audience. How do you want to represent yourself?

COLOR THEORY



Make sure your colors stay complimentary to each other. My go-to is a white, black, accent color (or
two,) and a shade of grey.

Coolors.co is an excellent resource for color palette building.

COLOR PAIRING



take me
for example...



For your primary fonts, I recommend choosing a sans-serif font and a serif font.

Here are some of my favorite font pairings.

FONT PAIRING



take me
for example...



Your name has to stand out as part of your personal brand. How do you want to convey yourself?

Sophisticated, modern, funky? This is your time to choose a logo to compliment your color scheme.

LOGOS



take me
for example...



What do you do? What do you provide? The tagline is the perfect time to share that with your
audience.

Be creative with this- but don't go too crazy.

TAGLINE



take me
for example...STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION / DIGITAL / DESIGN



Here is the final product for the brands I've created in collaboration with my clients.

Which one is your favorite and why?

ALL TOGETHER NOW



take me
for example...



branding
yourself
online



HOME / ABOUT

First impressions matter.
Introduce yourself. If they
only visit this page, what

do you want them to
know?

RESUME

No, not just the PDF
version. Build out your
resume into an actual

page on your site.

PORTFOLIO

This is your chance to
show them what you

can do. Your best work
lives here.

REFERENCES /
CLIENTS

Who have you worked
for? Who can speak on

your skills and work
ethic? 

CONTACT

How can someone reach
you if they're looking to

work with you?

portfolio site essentials
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CONTACT

How can someone reach
you if they're looking to
work with you?



make sure your
linkedin has...

A STRONG ABOUT
SECTION

Again- first impressions
matter. Give them a
synopsis of you and your
work. Hit on the most
important parts of yourself
but don't make it your debut
novel.

A COMPLETE EXPERIENCE
SECTION WITH RELEVANT
WORK SAMPLES

Consider this a hybrid of the
resume and portfolio
sections from your website.
List your experience (in
bullet points!) and attach
any relevant work you did for
that client/employer.

A LIST OF YOUR
RELEVANT SKILLS AND
ENDORSEMENTS OF THEM

What can you do and who
can endorse you for it? This
is the place to showcase up
to 50 of your best skills and
have your colleagues
endorse you.



ABOUT
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EXPERIENCE

Consider this a hybrid of
the resume and portfolio
sections from your
website. Describe your
experience (in bullet
points!) and attach any
relevant work you did for
that client/employer.



SKILLS

What can you do and
who can endorse you for
it? This is the place to
showcase up to 50 of
your best skills and have
your colleagues endorse
you.



let's talk
resumes



CONTACT

Phone number, email,
and LinkedIn are the
bare minimum. If you

have a website- LIST IT!

EXPERIENCE VS
INVOLVEMENT

Some involvement can
be experience, but not

all experience is
involvement.

EDUCATION

I love Gaylord too, but
this section isn't as

important as you might
think- even for a new

graduate.

AWARDS /
ACHIEVEMENTS

Actions speak louder
than words. What have
you earned? What have

you achieved?

SKILLS VS
STRENGTHS

Every square inch on
your resume is precious.
Leave the strengths on
your website and focus

on hard skills.

important resume elements



FAVORITE RESUME #1

What do you like about
Alma's resume?



FAVORITE RESUME #2

What do you like about
Victoria's resume?



FAVORITE RESUME #3

What do you like about
Darbi's resume?



take me
for example...



acing the
interview



my top
interview tips

2. UNDERSTAND THE "STAR" METHOD

Answer behavioral interview questions by focusing on the
situation/task/action/result. These questions usually start similarly
to “Tell me about a time when…”

1. DO YOUR HOMEWORK

Research the company past the basics. What is their history?
What markets are they in? What is the name of the CEO? Have
you seen them in an article recently?

3. ALWAYS HAVE QUESTIONS

"Do you have any questions for me?" The answer should always be
yes. My personal favorite is "What does success look like in this
role?"



1. DRESS TO THE COMPANY CULTURE

If the CEO shows up in her leggings most days, you don't need
to pull out your suit. Particularly in creative industries,
sometimes business casual is just fine.

3. THANK YOU NOTES ARE ALWAYS APPRECIATED

Follow-up your interviews with a personal email to your
interviewer highlighting what you talked about and thanking
them for their time. It goes a long way.

2. FAKE IT 'TIL YOU MAKE IT

Your mind can't tell the difference between nervousness and
excitement. Tell your mind that what you're feeling is
excitement and it will believe you.

last-minute
advice



EMAIL

kaylamccullough@ou.edu

LINKEDIN

linkedin.com/in/kaylaamccullough

WEBSITE

kaylamccullough.com

let's connect!



any
questions?

let me help you!


